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IDEA Detector @ FCC-ee

Pre Shower and Muon Detector

On going activities

Outline
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Innovative
Detector
Electron-positron
Accelerator

IDEA
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Preshower Detector Muon Detector
High resolution after the magnet
to improve track reconstruction

Identify muons and search for LLP

micro-RWELL detector

Efficiency > 98%
Space Resolution < 100 um

Mass production
Optimization of FEE channels/cost

Efficiency > 98%
Space Resolution < 400 um

Mass production
Optimization of FEE channels/cost

Preshower
 pitch = 0.4 mm 

FEE capacitance = 70 pF 
 1.5 million channels

 

Muon
 pitch = 1.5 mm 

 FEE capacitance = 270 pF 
5 million channels

 



On going activities 
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Standalone Simulation of the muon detector

To be inserted in official simulation. 
Endcap in preparation

From sketch

to simulation

Different layers

From S. Ghirelli Bachelor's Thesis

Aggiungi corpo del testo
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Simulate the charge spread dispersion at the anode
using approach of NIM A 566 (2006) 281-285 

Resistivity 

micro-RWELL parametrization in
simulation

Study the probability to induce a signal on
neighbor strip as a function of 
- charge in the central strip
- relative time delay

Interstrip cross talk

Use test beam data to tune the simulation
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Preshower: 10, 30, 50, 70, > 100-200 MOhm/square
Muon:15, 35 MOhm/square 

R&D to identify optimal DLC resistivity by studying spatial performance

Test beam performed in October 2021 at SPS-H8-CERN line

Resistivity scan

Effect of resistivity on charge spread

 < 10 MOhm  ~ 50 MOhm  > 100 MOhm
MC MC MC
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Test beam
a) Design optimization: 
- different HV filter applied
b) Detector characterization
- HV scan at 0°
- HV scan at different angles and drift field

1- Signal shape 
 (cluster charge, cluster size)
2 - Detector performance
 (efficiency, resolution)
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HV scan

Ok, since the resistivity shall not influence the
gain, that depends mostly on HV settings

   

Similar behaviour for all the prototypes

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
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Cluster size

Other shows common behavior. No prototypes 
 above 100 MOhm/square due to material shortage

10 MOhm/square chamber has larger
cluster size even with smaller HV settings
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Residual
distribution

The best resolution is for intermediate resistivity: 
 40 MOhms/square better than the others

Residual shrinks with increasing HV settings

No Alignment and tracking contribution
not subtracted
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2D readout R&D ideas
micro-RWELL with 2D anode readout 2 1D micro-RWELL stacked micro-RWELL with strips 

on top and anode
Good performance 

but need higher gain wrt to 1D micro-RWELL
 

More complex PCB construction

1 view per micro-RWELL easy PCB construction
2D performance to be measured HV on DLC,

 TOP to ground
 

2D performance to be measured
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- with top patterned (pad/strip)
- without bottom patterned

Step 1: producing u-RWELL_PCB 

Technology transfer at ELTOS
DLC sputtering with new INFN-CERN
machine @ CERN

Step 4: top copper patterning

- in ELTOS with BRUSHING-machine

Step 2: DLC patterning

- double 106-prepreg (~2x50 um thick) (already used in ELTOS)
- pre-smoothing + 106-prepreg (~50 um thick)
- single 1080-prepreg (~75 um thick)

Step 3: DLC foil gluing on PCB

Detector @ CERN for final
preparation

Finalization

Step 5: Kapton etching on small PCB

Preparation
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Developed for BESIII CGEM-IT

Prepare new readout card based
on System On Modules (SOM)  

Test with TIGER ASIC



Plenty of activities on-going

Contribution to full detector simulation to perform more detailed physics case studies

More results from 2021 test beam coming soon

Another test beam is planned to continue the 2D prototype characterization

Test of the TIGER ASIC with micro-RWELL prototype

Continue partnership with ELTOS (preparation) and CERN (finalization) 
to complete technology transfer

16Summary and outlook

Stay 
Tuned
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Additional
material



micro-RWELL
A SHORT INTRODUCTION

Single stage resistive Micro Pattern Gas Detector
firstly designed by G. Bencivenni in 2007

low rate layout



Long Lived Particles (LLP)
 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/714087/contributions/2985914/attachments/1650488/2641192/LHC-LLP_Shuve.pdf

Category of BSM particles that, due to feeble interaction,
decay far away from the primary vertex

Muon detector with high spatial resolution can be used to measure very long
displaced vertexes!

Signatures of different BSM models similar





Barrel Preshower layout

Muon detector similar, but larger

GEANT4 Simulation by E. Fontanesi, PhD

 Optimization on-going on reducing input strip capacitance

Few Options: 

- pitch to 1-1.2mm but an increasing number of channels -
> to keep low-cost necessary TIGER ASIC

- narrower strips but to understand the charge collection -
> to see signals low threshold TIGER ASIC



The spread of the charge on the resistive layer has been described by M. S. Dixit, A. Rankin,
NIM A 518 (2004) 721-727, NIM A 566 (2006) 281-285 

charge density

- q  the charge produced in an avalanche
- x0 the position of the primary electron entering the
amplification stage
- σ0 a theoretical charge space extension of the avalanche
- t0 the starting time of the track
- τ the decay time of the charge density due to the electrons
movement towards the ground on the resistive surface. 

τ is the parameter to be tuned



Optimization S/N vs HV resistor filter

HV scan 0° - for trackers & test chambers 

HV Scan 40° for test chambers

Angle scan [0,10,20,30,40]° test chambers

Drift filed 0.5 kV, HV and angle scan

Drift field scan 0° 

TB full dataset








